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Alexand
In Braila

By BILL BARBER
Showing great spirit an

termination in a last round
Dave Alexander of Sigma P
to the occasion to clinch a
decision _ over Alyn Lasko
Kappa Psi in their heavy
intramural boxing bout yest

de-
-1 ally,
rose
split
If P'

, eight
1-relay

last
early
rock-

and

at Rec Hall
Lasko, a semi-finalist in

year's pugilist contests, c
took the first round on his
ing jabs to Alexander's heatbody, forcing Alexander to back-peddle. But in the second round
Alexander became the aggressor
and had Lasko on the move with
his flying jabs. In the last and de-
ciding round, Alexander forced
the fight and became the constant
aggressor.

In a rough-punching, fast-
moving bout Ted Steinman of
Zeta Beta Tau won out over
Dave Kasperian of Sigma CM in
a 175-pound row, In the wild-
swinging second round, KAper-
lan drew blood from a blow to
Steinman's nose but Steinman
failed to yield ground.
With leather flying almost con-

stantly the entire first two rounds,
Alvin Kuoiman of Alpha Chi Rho
took a decision over Bill Russ of
Phi Kappa Sigma in a 165 pound
thriller.

Dick Cenedella of Alpha Phi
Delta scored the second TKO of
the night when he knocked Gil
Penrose out of the ring on a
hard right to the side of the
head late in the third round.
Ron Kolb of Delta Sigma Phi,

an aggressive fighter all the way,
swept to a unanimous decision
over Eric Heidelberger of Sigma

ed a victory front Don Paxton
of Beta Theta Pi in a heavy-
weight clash. Paxton's wild-
swinging parley in the first
round forced Wolff to cover for
practically the entire frame. But
Paxton's heavy charge, which
had won him the first round,
began to tell by the third round
and Wolff began to retaliate.
Wolff clinched the last two
Other matches showed Mike

Kocur decisioning Herb Decked
in the only independent bout;
Gerald Ziegler, Alpha Chi Rho,
decisioning Charles Radvan, Phi
Kappa. Sigma; Bill Booker, Ome-
ga Pst Phi, decisioning Alvin
Clemens, Beta Theta Pi; Bill
Smith, Delta Sigma Phi, decision-
ing Lou Trautmann, Tau Kappa
Epsilon. '

'

Cops
Rally

Pi in their 175-poundbattle. Kolb
took the upper hand right from
the start, working on Heidelberg-
er's face and body, forcing him
into the ropes several times.

In a wild, free-swinging row,
Fred Wolff of Sigma Nu snatch-

Split Decision
Over Lasko

In the only forfeit, Jack Maher
of Delta Upsilon beat Don' Wilson'
of Sigma Chi.

SUMMARY- -
128—Koeur, independent, dec, Deckert, in-

dependent; Maher. Delta Upsilon won kg
forfeit over Wilson. Sigma Chl.

I.4S—Ziegler, Alpha CM Rho dee. Radoan,
Phi Kappa Sigma.

I.ss—Kuasnian, Alpha Chi Rho. dec. Rau.
Phi Kappa Pal: Booker, Omega Pai Phi.
dec. Clemens. Beta Theta Pi.

1.6.5--Smith, Delta Sigma Phi. dee. Traut-
Tau Kappa Epsilon; Cone&lia,

Alpha Phi Delta, dee, Penrone, Sigma Nu,
175—Steinman, Zeta Deta Tea, dee. Kau-
,perion. Sigma Chi; Kolb, Delta Sigma
Phi, des. Heidelberger, Sigma Pi,

flify.—Alexander, Sigma Pi. dee. Lasko. Pi
Kappa Phi: Wolff. Sigma No, dee. Pax-
ton. Beta Theta PI
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BUT THE
KINGSTON TRIO

HAS ALREADY. ARRIVED
*Pick up this featured album

today to delight someone on
your Xmas list.
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Self Critic
Penn State guard Bill Wehme

was sports editor of the yearbook. Cuisine,and editor-in-chief of the student
'newspaper at Turtle Creek- High QuizSchool, where he was an out-
standing tackle on the football ,
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What vegetable do the
team. Frenchmen cell, "Apple

- of the Earth?"

Don't be a
Down-in-
the-Dumps

Meal-Skipper
®Everyone needs energy to keep alert in classes. You:an't afford to be a meal-skipper at this time of the year.

Finals are coming up soon and you're probably deep in
he last round of bluebooks right now.

•Stop into the Coffee Spot fora warm nourishing
zeal. May we suggest Italian spaghetti or LaSagne for
a late lunch or early supper. For dinner, seafood, beef or
veal . all served with your choice of vegetable, potatoes
and Italian rolls and butter.

*When you're downtown doing your Christmas shop-
ping, why not stop into the Coffee Spot for lunch? You
can choose a Hoagie, meatball sandwich, Coffee Spot
Special (tenderloin steak with oil dressing on an Italian
roll.)

•If you're really hungry may we suggest a sandwich
(steak or hamburg) with a salad and POTATOES, or OB
the French call them, pomme-de-terre (Apple-of-the-earth).

'Stop into the Coffee Spot anytime of the day to
enjoy the delicious baked-goods.

Remember the Coffee Spot Dining Room
is ideal for banquets.

coffee spot
E. Beaver
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The McCoy Corner

DMOC
What doesDMOC stand

for? Dunks Man on Cam-
pus naturally! A man
with a well-roundedward-
robe is certainly an asset
to himself and to any
group with which he is
associated: Danko has a
reputation for being the
clothiers of many of the
smartest dressers on cam-
pus. You can satisfy all
of your wardrobe needs
at Danks, and you can do

it 'at cr price that won't disintegrate your pocketbook. And
if the man in your life is a DMOC, you can be sure that
any gift from Panics will be genuinely appreciated. Betty
Whitehead was the winner of the $lO grid card. '

•

.Dunks & Co.
EN' SHOWTwo Entrances on

West Beaver•Avenue
They Always Have Nee Things at Danks

r 4 flair and a flourish

When he's not near you


